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Abstract

This paper presents a new technique to enhance the performance of the input interface of spoken dia-

logue systems based on a procedure that combines during speech recognition the advantages of using

prompt-dependent language models with those of using a language model independent of the prompts gen-
erated by the dialogue system. The technique proposes to create a new speech recognizer, termed contextual

speech recognizer, that uses a prompt-independent language model to allow recognizing any kind of sen-

tence permitted in the application domain, and at the same time, uses contextual information (in the form

of prompt-dependent language models) to take into account that some sentences are more likely to be

uttered than others at a particular moment of the dialogue. The experiments show the technique allows

enhancing clearly the performance of the input interface of a previously developed dialogue system based

exclusively on prompt-dependent language models. But most important, in comparison with a standard

speech recognizer that uses just one prompt-independent language model without contextual information,
the proposed recognizer allows increasing the word accuracy and sentence understanding rates by 4.09%

and 4.19% absolute, respectively. These scores are slightly better than those obtained using linear interpo-

lation of the prompt-independent and prompt-dependent language models used in the experiments.
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1. Introduction

Spoken dialogue systems are computer programs developed to interact with users using speech
in order to provide specific services automatically, mainly through the telephone line, as for
example travel information (Seneff and Polifroni, 2000; Lamel et al., 2000), language learning
(Ehsani et al., 2000), car-driver assistance (Bernsen, 2003; Baca et al., 2003), weather information
(Zue et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2000; Nakano et al., 2001), automatic call-routing (Huang and Cox,
2003; Fegyó et al., 2003), etc. Several systems have also been set up for the fast food domain, as
for example TOSBURG II (Seto et al., 1994) and SAPLEN, the later developed in our laboratory
(López-Cózar et al., 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003). Fig. 1 shows the structure of the SAPLEN system,
typical of current spoken dialogue systems (Pellom et al., 2000; Filisko and Seneff, 2003), consist-
ing of input interface (speech recognizer and semantic analyzer), dialogue manager, memory
module, database and output interface (response generator and synthesizer).

The speech recognizer was created using the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) (Hain et al.,
1999; Young et al., 2000). This system module converts the user voice (utterance) into a sequence of
words included in the system dictionary, considering a language model (concretely a word bigram)
that determines all the possible sentences that can be recognized. The recognizer outputs (recog-
nized sentences) are converted by the semantic analyzer into frame representations that capture
the meaning of the sentences (Niimi et al., 2000; Bonneau-Maynard and Rosset, 2003). These rep-
resentations get stored in the system memory module. The analyzer uses 45 semantic rules based on
the detection of keywords and on certain expressions in sentences (Kawahara et al., 1998; Zhang
et al., 1998). It uses an implicit recovery strategy that sometimes allows the correct semantic inter-
pretation to be obtained even if some words in the recognizer output are wrongly recognized. This
strategy allows to recover from meaningless-word recognition errors, since these words do not
change the semantic content of sentences. To implement this strategy the analyzer discards, on
the one hand, meaningless words (disfluencies, articles and prepositions) when processing the
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Fig. 1. Structure of the SAPLEN dialogue system.
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sentences. Thus, the sample sentence ‘‘please . . . uhm . . . two big colas . . . but without ice’’ is ana-
lyzed considering only the keywords ‘‘two big colas without ice’’, which allow obtaining the correct
meaning. On the other hand, the analyzer discards Spanish gender/number discordances caused
due to the southern Spain accent of most users. Due to this accent, the sentence ‘‘two beers’’ might
be recognized as ‘‘two beer’’ since the final �s� of plural words usually is not pronounced. To implic-
itly recover this kind of error, the analyzer focuses on the number (‘‘two’’ in this case) thus obtain-
ing the correct semantic representation (number = 2, product = beer).

The dialogue manager is the core of the system. It decides the next action to be taken (Heeman
et al., 2003), the next prompt to be generated and the expectations for the speech recognizer about
the sentence type the user will likely utter in his next turn (dotted arrow in Fig. 1). The dialogue
strategy is as follows: the system initially prompts the user to order products and when an order is
made it prompts for his telephone number. The system accesses a database to find out whether the
user is already known. If so, it prompts to confirm the data stored in the database, and otherwise
it asks for the post code and the address, and stores the new user data in the database. At the end
of the dialogue, the system prompts to confirm the products ordered, the price and the estimated
delivery time. After obtaining each data item the system generates an explicit confirmation if it has
low confidence on the obtained data (e.g., ‘‘Did you say your telephone number is 9 5 8 1 2 3 4 5
6?’’), and otherwise it includes an implicit confirmation in the prompt to obtain the next data item
(e.g., ‘‘Ok, telephone number 9 5 8 1 2 3 4 5 6. What is your post code?’’) (Wang and Lin, 2003).
The user is told at the beginning of the dialogue that to correct possible system errors he must
utter expressions such as ‘‘error’’, ‘‘it is wrong’’ or ‘‘you made a mistake’’, which are permitted
(i.e., recognizable) in every state. These utterances make the system go back to the previous dia-
logue state, so that it will prompt again for the data item wrongly obtained. The confidence score
of a keyword w is obtained from the N-best output (N = 10) of the speech recognizer as follows:
CðwÞ ¼

P

i2Iw

expð�sciÞ

PN

j¼1

expð�scjÞ
; ð1Þ
where scj represents the score (log probability) of the jth hypothesis in the N-best list, Iw represents
the set of indices of the hypotheses containing the keyword (Iw � {1, . . . ,N}), and sci represents
the score of the ith hypothesis containing the keyword. The confidence score of data items con-
taining just a keyword, e.g., size (small, large, etc.) or taste (orange, lemon, etc.) is the confidence
score of the keyword, while the score of data items containing several keywords (e.g., a telephone
number, post code, etc.) is the lowest score of the keywords (digits in these cases).

Finally, the output interface of the system contains the response generator which builds the sys-
tem response in text format, and the synthesizer that transforms it into the system�s voice (Takeu-
chi et al., 2003).

1.1. Prompt-dependent and prompt-independent language models

There are dialogue systems designed to recognize sentences by considering a specific language
model associated with each system prompt decided by the dialogue manager (Lane et al., 2003;
Mori et al., 2003), which is the case, e.g., of SAPLEN. These language models, called prompt-
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dependent language models in this paper, aim to provide high speech recognition rates and are use-
ful if the interaction is clearly constrained by the system; however, they are not adequate if the
user does not follow the system indications and utters sentences not permitted by these language
models. For example, if the system generates the prompt ‘‘What is your telephone number?’’ and
the user actually utters a telephone number then the sentence can be correctly recognized, but if he
utters a different kind of sentence (an address, for instance) then the recognizer output will be any
of the possible telephone numbers and the address will never be recognized. Consequently, the
user may feel uncomfortable during the interaction as he perceives that any deviation from the
system indications provokes a system malfunction. As an attempt to solve this problem, other dia-
logue systems use a general language model that is used during the whole dialogue, instead of
using a particular language model associated with every prompt. This language model is prompt
independent and is designed to recognize any kind of sentence within the application domain,
which aims to provide users with a more comfortable and natural interaction. However, this lan-
guage model tends to have higher perplexity and its vocabulary is generally significantly larger,
which may lead to increase recognition errors and provoke a system malfunction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the technique proposed in this
paper. It includes references to previous related work, defines word-networks and word-class bi-
grams, and describes how these bigrams can be mapped to the prompts of a dialogue system. The
section concludes showing the procedure used to analyze the word-networks in order to provide
recognized sentences. The experimental results are presented in Section 3. It initially sets out a
description of the test and training corpora, word-networks and word-class bigrams used. Then
it addresses the performance of the initial input interface of the dialogue system for the in-context
and out-of-context sentence analysis, and then focuses on the use of the technique proposed in this
paper for both types of analysis. The section also reports on experiments carried out using linear
interpolation instead of the proposed technique to re-score the word-networks, and ends by not-
ing some limitations of the technique. Finally, the conclusions and some lines for future work are
presented in Section 4.
2. The proposed technique: contextual speech recognizer

The technique presented in this paper proposes to create the so-called contextual speech recog-

nizer shown in Fig. 2, which is a compound of two modules. On the one hand, a standard speech
recognizer that receives the user voice (utterance) and produces a word-network using acoustic
models previously trained from a speech database, and a language model (word bigram1 in our
setting) previously compiled from a sentence corpus. On the other hand, the proposed recognizer
contains a WN-analyzer (word-network analyzer) that receives the word-network and produces
the recognized sentence considering the current prompt type of the dialogue system (Ti), a ‘‘prob-
ability increment’’ parameter (p) that increments the probabilities of determined transitions in
the word-network, and a word-class bigram mapped to the prompt type, as will be explained
in Section 2.4.
1 A word bigram is a particular case of n-gram where n = 2. It is used to estimate the probability P(wijwi�1), i.e., the

probability of the word in position i in a sentence given the word in position i � 1.
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Fig. 2. Contextual speech recognizer.
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The technique combines the advantages of using a general language model (used to create the
word-network) and a prompt-dependent language model (mapped to the prompt type Ti) in
speech recognition, since the word-network is analyzed taking into account that certain words
and sentence types are more likely to be uttered at a given moment of the dialogue. Then it re-
duces the word error rate by restricting the words and expressions considered, and helps provide
a more comfortable interaction for users since they can utter any kind of sentence to answer
prompts without provoking a system malfunction. In this paper, the sentences pronounced by
the user according to the system prompt are said to be in-context analyzed (for example, the sys-
tem prompts for a telephone number and the user actually utters a telephone number). If the user
answers the prompt with another type of sentence (an address, for instance) then the sentence is
said to be out-of-context analyzed.

2.1. Previous related work

Several papers in the literature have addressed the enhancement of speech recognition systems
using an additional module that processes the recognizer output with additional information to
reduce recognition errors. For example, (Gaudinant et al., 1999) present a recognition system that
combines standard HMM (Hidden Markov Models) recognition with a linguistic parser. The
additional module processes a network of phonemes produced by a front-end HMM recognizer
and produces the best word sequence according to linguistic information. This module is a com-
pound of a lexical analyzer, which reads the phoneme sequence and produces a network of lexical
items, and a syntactic parser that builds syntactic structures on the basis of the word hypothesis,
filtering out ungrammatical combinations of words. The technique we propose also uses an addi-
tional module that processes the output of a HMM recognizer and produces a recognized sen-
tence. However, in our approach the recognizer output is a network of words instead of a
network of phonemes and the ungrammatical combinations of words are not filtered out at the
moment.

The improvement of speech recognition systems has also been addressed by combining word
n-grams and word-class n-grams (Siu and Ostendorf, 2000; Niesler and Woodland, 1999).
Word n-grams generally provide high performance if a large amount of training data is avail-
able; however, the performance decreases if the training data are insufficient. On the contrary,
word-class n-grams provide better results when less training data are available. An interpola-
tion method to integrate both types of n-grams can be found in Kobayashi and Kobayashi,
1999. The technique we present in this paper also uses both types of n-grams, i.e., word
bigrams and word-class bigrams. In our approach, a word bigram compiled using a sentence
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corpus, is used by a speech recognizer to process every input utterance and generate a word-
network. Later, the WN-analyzer takes the word-network, uses a word-class bigram associated
with the current prompt type of the dialogue system, analyzes the network considering the
bigram and finally produces a recognized sentence.

Another way to enhance speech recognition is based on information reliant on the dialogue
state. For example, Visweswariah and Prints (2001) observe that when a user converses with a dia-
logue system, the state of the dialogue strongly influences the responses expected from the user;
moreover, the prompts generated by the system can play an important role with respect to the
language model. The authors report that by using information about the dialogue state, the word
error rate can be reduced by about 9%. The technique we propose is also concerned with using the
dialogue state to enhance speech recognition and understanding in spoken dialogue systems, since
the word-class bigram the WN-analyzer uses to process the word-network is associated with a
prompt type of the dialogue system, and this prompt type is associated with the dialogue state.

2.2. Word-networks

A word-network consists of a list of nodes and a list of arcs, the nodes represent words and the
arcs represent transitions between words. Fig. 3 shows an excerpt of a word-network used in the
experiments, which allows recognizing sentences in the fast food domain (e.g., ‘‘one small beer’’,
‘‘one red wine’’, etc.). The network arcs have a language probability (l) and an acoustic probabil-
ity (a) assigned.

The HTK provides a standard format for representing word-networks, called SLF (Standard
Lattice Format). Using this format, the network shown in Fig. 3 can be represented as shown
in Fig. 4, in which ‘‘N’’ represents the number of network nodes, ‘‘L’’ the number of network arcs
(transitions), ‘‘I’’ the node number, ‘‘W’’ the word in the node, ‘‘J’’ the arc number, ‘‘S’’ the tran-
sition start node, ‘‘E’’ the transition end node, and finally ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘l’’ the transition acoustic and
language log probabilities, respectively (the figure omits some data unnecessary for the
explanation).

2.3. Word-class bigrams

The proposed technique uses word-class bigrams (Ci�s) to exploit grammatical information con-
cerned with syntactic patterns (Emami, 2003). An important reason for using these bigrams in-
stead of word bigrams is that they allow generalizing word-pair sequences not seen in the
sentence corpus used for training (Zitouni et al., 2003). The word-class bigrams can be obtained
in three steps using a corpus of dialogues, either human-to-human, human-to-system or simulated
using the Wizard of Oz technique (Dahlbäck et al., 1993). The dialogues must be concerned with
the application domain for which the dialogue system is being (or has been) designed. The goal of
the first step is to classify the client (or user) sentences into sentence types Ui uttered to answer
questions (or prompts) Ti generated by the human operator (or the dialogue system). For example,
in the fast food domain we could consider sentence types such as product orders, telephone num-
bers, post codes, addresses, etc. The goal of the second step is to find out the keywords in these
sentences and classify them into word-classes Wk considering the type of word (e.g., Table 1 shows
some possible word-classes in the fast food domain).



Fig. 3. Excerpt of a word-network.
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The third step can be carried out using an automatic procedure that takes each set of sentences
Ui created in the first step and substitutes the keywords for the word-classes the keywords belong
to. This step transform each sentence into a sequence of word-classes, possibly including mean-
ingless words among them. After the transformation, the procedure analyzes each obtained se-
quence and adds each adjacent pair of word-classes (Wk, Wk+1)k = 1, . . . , n � 1 to a set Si

associated with the sentences Ui, where n is the number of word-classes in the obtained sequence
and Wk is the word-class in position k in the sequence. Finally, a word-class bigram Ci is created
from Si. For example, suppose Ul is a set of food orders uttered to answer the prompt ‘‘What
would you like to have?’’ and assume it contains the sentences ‘‘uhm two ham sandwiches’’
and ‘‘two beers please’’. Taking into account the sample word-classes shown in Table 1 and
applying this procedure, the sentences are transformed into ‘‘uhm NUMBER INGREDIENT



Fig. 4. Excerpt of a word-network represented in SLF format.
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Table 1

Examples of word-classes in the fast food domain

Word-class Word examples

NUMBER one, two, three, four, five, six, . . .
FOOD sandwich, cake, ice-cream, hamburger, sandwiches, cakes, ice-creams, hamburgers, . . .
INGREDIENT cheese, ham, bacon, apple, . . .
DRINK water, beer, coke, wine, beers, cokes, wines, . . .
SIZE small, large, big, . . .
TASTE orange, lemon, apple, . . .
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FOOD’’ and ‘‘NUMBER DRINK please’’.2 So that, the automatic procedure adds the pairs
(NUMBER, INGREDIENT) and (INGREDIENT, FOOD) from the first sentence, and the pair
(NUMBER, DRINK) from the second to Sl. If a particular word belongs to several word-classes
the corresponding Wk refers to all them; for example, the word sequence ‘‘one apple’’ would be
transformed into two word-class pairs: (NUMBER, INGREDIENT) and (NUMBER, TASTE),
since the word ‘‘apple’’ belongs to the word-classes INGREDIENT and TASTE. The word-class
bigram Cl is created from the set Sl.

After the word-class bigrams (Ci�s) have been built from the analysis of a dialogue corpus, the
technique presented in this paper proposes to create a set X of mappings between the prompt
types Ti the dialogue system generates and the word-class bigrams Ci previously created:
2 In

secon
X ¼ fT i;Cigi¼1;...;m;
where m represents the number of prompt types and Ci represents the word-class bigram associ-
ated with Ti. For example, if the dialogue system only generates prompt types to enter product
orders (e.g., ‘‘What would you like to order?’’, ‘‘Please say what you want to have’’), telephone
numbers (e.g., ‘‘Please say your telephone number’’, ‘‘Please say your telephone number again’’),
post codes (e.g., ‘‘What is you post code?’’, ‘‘Please repeat your post code’’) and addresses (e.g.,
‘‘What is your address?’’, ‘‘Please say your address again’’), then m = 4. For these prompt types
we should create the sets Ui = 1, . . . , 4 and Si = 1, . . . , 4, and then compile the word-class bigrams
Ci = 1, . . . , 4.

2.4. Procedure to analyze word-networks

To process each word-network the WN-analyzer uses the word-class bigram Ci mapped to the
prompt type Ti and the ‘‘probability increment’’ parameter (p), increasing the probability of the
transition wS! wE if there is a word-class pair (WK,WL) in Ci, with wS in WK, wE in WL. For
example, the probability of the transition ‘‘one! ham’’ is increased if (NUMBER, INGREDI-
ENT) is in Ci. The procedure to analyze word-networks is described algorithmically in Fig. 5.

Initially the procedure selects the word-class bigrams Ci mapped to the prompt type Ti and
stores in ‘‘Transitions’’ the set of all the transitions wS! wE in the word-network. Secondly it
adds two additional fields to each node in the word-network: ‘‘prob’’ and ‘‘previous_word’’.
the first transformed sentence n = 3, W1 = NUMBER, W2 = INGREDIENT and W3 = FOOD, while in the

d n = 2, W1 = NUMBER and W2 = DRINK.



Fig. 5. Procedure to analyze word-networks.
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The ‘‘prob’’ field represents the accumulated probability of the word in the best path to be cre-
ated, and is initialized with the special value MIN_VALUE which represents the word has not
assigned a probability yet. The ‘‘previous_word’’ field stores a pointer to the previous word in
the best path, and is initialized with the NULL value. The main loop of the procedure creates
the best path in the word-network by analyzing all the transitions. It initially makes some defini-
tions depending on the current t transition being analyzed and then checks whether there is a
word-class pair (WK,WL) in the word-class bigram Ci mapped to the prompt Ti, with wS in
WK, wE in WL. If yes, the ‘‘increment’’ variable is assigned the value of the p parameter. Next,
the loop checks whether the transition end word (wE) has already been visited. If not (case pE =
MIN_VALUE) it is assigned the sum of the transition acoustic and language probabilities, and
the increment value (either 0.0 or p), while the pointer to the ‘‘previous word’’ is set to point
to the wS word. If wE was visited previously, the procedure checks whether the sum of the tran-
sition acoustic and language probabilities, the increment value and the current accumulated prob-
ability of the wS word is greater that the current accumulated probability of the wE word. If yes,
the accumulated probability and the pointer to the ‘‘previous word’’ are updated (as mentioned
before) and otherwise no change is made. Once this processing has been made for all the transi-
tions in the word-network, the procedure locates the word with the greatest accumulated proba-
bility and follows back the ‘‘previous word’’ pointer sequence until reaching a node that contains
the special word !NULL (initial node of the word-network). This way, words are visited in reverse
order (from the end to the start); thus, they are temporarily stored in a stack structure to be out-
putted in the correct order as the recognized sentence.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the word-network is processed by the NW-analyzer, which uses the
procedure described above. We remind that the word-network is produced by a speech recognizer
that uses a general language model (in our setting a word bigram) compiled from a sentence corpus
that contains all types of sentence permitted (e.g., product orders, telephone numbers, etc.).
Hence, using this procedure any permitted sentence can be recognized (in theory) independently
of the current prompt of the dialogue system, which enables out-of-context sentences to be cor-
rectly recognized. The use of a word-class bigram in the WN-analyzer is the prompt-dependent
part of the proposed technique. This bigram is used to favor the sentence recognition (and under-
standing) of determined sentences, taking into account the context of the dialogue. For example,
if the system generates the prompt ‘‘What is your telephone number?’’, the procedure favors
(increasing probabilities) the recognition of sentences such as ‘‘9 5 8 1 2 3 4 5 6’’ since the
word-class bigram used was compiled precisely from this type of sentences, whereas it allows rec-
ognizing any other sentence type permitted in the domain (e.g., ‘‘I want a ham sandwich’’) since
the word bigram used was compiled from all the sentence types in the domain.
3. Experiments

The goal of the experiments is triple. Firstly, to compare the performance of the initial
input interface of the SAPLEN system with that of a new input interface in which the proposed
contextual speech recognizer is used. Secondly, to show the advantage of using the proposed
recognizer instead of a standard speech recognizer that uses one general prompt-independent
language model but does not use at the same time prompt-dependent contextual information,
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i.e., prompt-dependent language models. Thirdly, to compare the performance of the proposed
procedure to re-score the word-networks (probability increment) with that of using linear inter-
polation of the prompt-independent word bigram and the prompt-dependent word-class bigrams
used in these experiments. Evaluation metrics are word accuracy (WA) and speech understanding
(SU) rates. The WA is calculated as WA = (wt � wi � ws � wd)/wt, where wt is the total number of
words in the sentences, and wi, ws and wd are the number of words inserted, substituted and de-
leted by the recognizer, respectively. The SU is calculated as SU = Su/St, where Su is the number
of sentences correctly analyzed semantically by the semantic analyzer and St is the total number of
sentences.

3.1. Description of the corpora used in the experiments

In order to develop the SAPLEN system we previously collected a dialogue corpus in a fast
food restaurant that contains about 800 recorded dialogues in Spanish regarding telephone con-
versations between clients and restaurant assistants (López-Cózar et al., 1998). These dialogues
contain product orders, telephone numbers, post codes, addresses, queries, confirmations, greet-
ings and other types of sentence. The dialogues were transcribed and analyzed for previous works
(López-Cózar et al., 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003) including tags regarding the speakers, sentence types,
pragmatic function of sentences and other kind of information (Hardy et al., 2003). Selecting at
random 5250 client sentences among the 17 sentence types shown in Table 2, we have created two
separate sentence corpora, one for training and the other for testing (with no training sentences
observed in the test corpus).

The training corpus contains 4250 sentences, 250 sentences of each type shown in Table 2. We
have also included in this corpus the 4250 sentence orthographic transcriptions as well as their
corresponding 4250 semantic representations. The word-classes in these sentences were obtained
Table 2

Sentence types used in the experiments

Type Sentence description Sentence number

U1 Product order 500

U2 Telephone number 500

U3 Post code 500

U4 Address 500

U5 Query 250

U6 Confirmation 250

U7 Amount 250

U8 Food name 250

U9 Ingredient 250

U10 Drink name 250

U11 Size 250

U12 Taste 250

U13 Temperature 250

U14 Street name 250

U15 Building number 250

U16 Apartment floor 250

U17 Apartment letter 250
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for previous works, analyzing manually the transcriptions (Table 3 sets out some of these word-
classes, translated from Spanish to English). Using the transcriptions we have compiled a word
bigram to be used by the contextual speech recognizer to obtain the recognized sentences.

The test corpus is used to evaluate both the initial and the new input interfaces of the system. It
contains 1000 sentences, 250 of each of the first four sentence types shown in Table 2 (i.e., 250
product orders, 250 telephone numbers, 250 post codes and 250 addresses). We have focused only
on these four sentence types in the testing to obtain experimental results for four realistic cases of
out-of-context sentence analysis that, taking into account the dialogue strategy of the system, may
occur when the users try to correct system errors. Considering the dialogue strategy explained in
Section 1, it is possible the system makes a false positive error (i.e., a data item wrongly recognized
obtains a high confidence score), the system generates an implicit confirmation, and the user tries
to correct the error when the system is prompting for a different data item, but forgets about the
‘‘go-back’’ navigation commands (‘‘error’’, ‘‘it is wrong’’, ‘‘you made a mistake’’) and rephrases
the sentence instead. Thus the rephrased sentence is out-of-context analyzed, and gets always
wrongly recognized and understood, causing confusion and frustration in the user. Table 4 shows
the eight cases of out-of-context analysis considered. For instance, the first case occurs if the
system misunderstands a food order and the user tries to correct the error rephrasing the order
instead of uttering a go-back command when the system is prompting for the telephone number,
which may be illustrated as follows:
Table 3

Examples of word-classes

Word-class # different words in word-class Example words

NUMBER 103 zero, one, two, . . .
FOOD_NAME 6 sandwich, cake, . . .
INGREDIENT 28 ham, cheese, . . .
DRINK_NAME 16 beer, wine, . . .
SIZE 6 small, large, . . .
TASTE 6 orange, lemon,...

TEMPERATURE 6 cold, hot,...

ADDRESS_ TYPE 5 street, square,...

STREET_NAME 324 elm, melrose,...

BUILDING_FLOOR 20 first, second,...

APARTMENT_ LETTER 28 a, b, c, d, e,...

Table 4

Cases of out-of-context sentence analysis

Case Prompt type Ti Sentence type Ui

1 Telephone number Product order

2 Confirmation Product order

3 Post code Telephone number

4 Confirmation Telephone number

5 Address Post code

6 Confirmation Post code

7 Post code Address

8 Confirmation Address
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User: One ham sandwich please.
System: Ok, one cheese sandwich. What is your telephone number?
User: I said I want a ham sandwich.
System: Did you say your telephone number is 5 6 5 1 4 1 6 8 6?
User: I didn�t say any telephone number, I just said I want a ham sandwich.
System: Did you say your telephone number is 5 6 5 1 4 1 6 8 6? . . .

The prompt type ‘‘Telephone number’’ in the Table refers to the system prompts ‘‘What is your
telephone number?’’, ‘‘Please say your telephone number’’; the prompt type ‘‘Confirmation’’
refers to prompts such as ‘‘Did you say your telephone number is 9 5 8 1 2 3 4 5 6?’’, ‘‘Did
you say a ham sandwich?’’, etc.; the prompt type ‘‘Post code’’ refers to the prompts ‘‘What is your
post code?’’, ‘‘Please say your post code’’; and the prompt type ‘‘Address’’ refers to the prompts
‘‘What is your address?’’, ‘‘Please say your address’’. The sentence types Ui refer to the sentences
used to answer these prompts.

3.2. Experimental results

3.2.1. Initial input interface for in-context and out-of-context analysis
We firstly have tested the initial input interface of the SAPLEN system, which does not use the

WN-analyzer. This interface is comprised of a standard HTK-based recognizer and a semantic
analyzer. The speech recognition was based on prompt-dependent language models (word bi-
grams) using the Katz�s back-off smoothing technique to estimate the probability of word pairs
unseen in the training corpus (Katz, 1987). As commented in the previous section, we have fo-
cused on the first four sentence types shown in Table 2 (product orders, telephone numbers, post
codes and addresses) and have compiled a word bigram for each sentence type using one half of
the sentences (i.e., a bigram has been compiled from 250 product orders, other from 250 telephone
numbers, etc.) whereas the other half has been used for testing (test sentences have not been
observed in the training sentences). To decide the type of analysis (either in-context or out-of-
context) we set manually an internal parameter of the interface that decides the bigram to use
during the sentence analysis. Table 5 sets out the average results obtained when the sentences
in the test corpus (1000 in total) are analyzed in-context (sentence type = prompt type) and
out-of-context (considering the eight cases shown in Table 4).

As can be observed, the performance of the interface is acceptable when it analyzes sentences
in-context but is totally unacceptable for the out-of-context analysis since the sentences are not
correctly recognized (and consequently are not understood by the system). Almost all WA scores
are even negative due to the high rate of insertion recognition errors. The output of the recognizer
is a sentence permitted by the current bigram; thus, if for example the grammar was compiled
from telephone numbers, the output is a telephone number independently of the sentence type
actually analyzed. Note that for the product orders the SU score is higher than the WA score,
which indicates the implicit recovery strategy used by the semantic analyzer is more useful for this
sentence type than for the others. As it was discussed in Section 1, this strategy allows recovering
from meaningless words and gender/number discordances in Spanish sentences (e.g., ‘‘two sand-
wich’’). Thus, the result indicates some product orders are correctly understood even though some
words are wrongly recognized. The recovery strategy is not useful at all for telephone numbers



Table 5

Results using prompt-dependent grammars

Prompt type Ti Sentence type Ui WA SU

Product order Product order 93.39 94.36

Telephone number Product order 0.1 0

Confirmation Product order �0.13 0

Telephone number Telephone number 94.36 92.61

Post code Telephone number �37.3 0

Confirmation Telephone number �0.33 0

Post code Post code 94.82 91.49

Address Post code �0.5 0

Confirmation Post code �0.15 0

Address Address 96.3 85.66

Post code Address �0.03 0

Confirmation Address �0.21 0
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and post codes because a digit wrongly recognized makes a telephone number or post code be
wrongly understood, and analogously happens with the addresses: a wrongly recognized address
item (e.g., street name, building floor, building number, etc.) makes the whole address be wrongly
understood.

3.2.2. Contextual speech recognizer for in-context and out-of-context analysis
Secondly, we have analyzed the same four sentence types using a new input interface in which

the standard HTK-based speech recognizer is substituted by the contextual speech recognizer pro-
posed in this paper (Fig. 2). The contextual recognizer is comprised of the same HTK-based rec-
ognizer used in the previous experiment (but configured now to produce a word-network instead
of a recognized sentence) and a WN-analyzer. No changes have been made in the semantic ana-
lyzer. The training corpus has been used to create the X set following the procedure described in
Section 2.3, using the word-classes created for previous works. As result of the procedure we have
obtained the sets Si and the corresponding word-class bigrams Ci associated with the correspond-
ing prompt types Ti the SAPLEN system can generate. Table 6 shows examples of sets Si and
word pair sequences associated with the prompt types Ti.

The new speech recognizer uses a word bigram compiled from the 4250 training sentences and
produces a word-network for each input sentence. The WN-analyzer uses two parameters: prompt
type (Ti) and probability increment (p). Using the first parameter we decide whether sentences are
analyzed either in-context or out-of-context, whereas using the p parameter we decide how much
the transition probabilities in the word-networks are incremented. If p = 0 the information con-
cerning the word-class bigrams is not used and the WN-analyzer works just like a standard Viterbi
recognizer (Rabiner and Juang, 1993) that analyzes sentences considering only acoustic and lan-
guage probabilities, without considering the additional contextual information provided by the
prompt-dependent bigrams.

3.2.2.1. Determination of the best value for the probability increment parameter. Since we want to
compare the performance of the initial and the new input interfaces we must determine the best



Table 6

Examples of class-pair sets Si and word-pair sequences associated with prompt types Ti

Prompt type Ti Word-class

pairs set Si

Si description Word-pair sequences

T1 = product order Sl (NUMBER, INDREDIENT) one ham

(INGREDIENT, FOOD) ham sandwich

(NUMBER, FOOD) one sandwich

(NUMBER, DRINK) one milkshake

(NUMBER, SIZE) one small

(NUMBER, TASTE) three orange

(TASTE, SIZE) orange small

(SIZE, TASTE) small lemon

(TASTE, TEMPERATURE) lemon warm

(SIZE, TEMPERATURE) small cold

T2 = telephone number S2 (NUMBER, NUMBER) nine five

T3 = post code S3 (NUMBER, NUMBER) one eight

T4 = address S4 (ADDRESS_NAME, ADDRESS_TYPE) elm street

(ADDRESS_TYPE, NUMBER) street thirty

(NUMBER, BUILDING_FLOOR) thirty first

(BUILDING_FLOOR, APPARTMENT_ LETTER) first a
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value of the probability increment and compare the results obtained for this value. To do so we
assume that users answer the system prompts as expected most of the times, e.g., they utter a tele-
phone number if the system prompts for a telephone number (in-context analysis), whereas they
utter other sentence types occasionally, e.g., when they try to correct system errors (out-of-context
analysis). Hence, it follows that the best value for the parameter must be determined in the
in-context analysis. To find this value we have analyzed the sentences in the test corpus setting
the Ti parameter match the sentence type being analyzed (in-context analysis), and have tested
several values for the p parameter (0, 1, 2, 3, . . .) until noticeable results have been obtained.
The experiment has shown the lowest WA and SU scores are obtained when p = 0, the scores
increase with the value of p until p = 13, and for greater values they decrease. So that, 13 has been
found to be the best value for the probability increment parameter.

The experiment also shows that when p < 13 the WN-analyzer does not get enough benefit from
the information provided by the word-class bigrams. This fact is easily observed from the trace
files generated when the sentences are analyzed, as there are many word substitutions in the rec-
ognition process; for example, the word ‘‘sı́’’ (yes) is often substituted by the words ‘‘seis’’ (six) or
‘‘sin’’ (without), the word ‘‘veintitrés’’ (23) is often substituted by the words ‘‘verde tres’’ (green
three), the word ‘‘cero’’ (zero) is often substituted by the word ‘‘pero’’ (but), etc. These substitu-
tions occur because the words sound very similarly in Spanish and the p parameter is set to a value
that is not high enough to correct the wrong transitions. On the contrary, when p > 13 the WN-
analyzer increments excessively the probability transitions causing a distortion in the analysis. In
this case, the trace files show that there are many word insertions that follow the syntactic struc-
ture of the word-class sequences. Also, they show that meaningless words (that are not included in
the word-classes) are often substituted by keywords (that are included in the word-classes); for
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example, in many occasions the word ‘‘pero’’ (but) which is not a keyword is substituted by the
word ‘‘queso’’ (cheese) which is a keyword.

3.2.2.2. In-context and out-of-context results for the best value of the probability increment. Once
the best value for the probability increment parameter has been determined (p = 13), we have car-
ried out experiments to observe the effect of using this value for the in-context and out-of-context
analyses of the sentences in the test corpus, in order to compare the results with that obtained for
the initial input interface. Table 7 shows the results obtained for the same cases of in-context and
out-of-context analyses carried out with the initial interface (Section 3.2.1).

As can be observed, the results obtained for the out-of-context analysis are not excellent but are
much better than those obtained for the initial input interface (Table 5). The average SU for the
out-of-context case is 77.42%, which means that almost 8 out of 10 out-of-context analyzed sen-
tences are correctly understood.

3.2.2.3. Linear interpolation of prompt-independent and prompt-dependent language models for
sentence analysis. Finally, we have carried out experiments to compare the performance of the
proposed procedure to re-score the word-networks based on the probability increment (p param-
eter) with that of using linear interpolation of the prompt-independent word bigram and the
prompt-dependent word-class bigrams. The interpolation has been carried out as follows:
Table

Resul

Prom

Produ

Telep

Confi

Telep

Post c

Confi

Post c

Addre

Confi

Addre

Post c

Confi
P ðwE j wSÞ ¼ ð1� kÞP WðwE j wSÞ þ kP CiðwE j wSÞ;

where PW denotes the word bigram, P Ci the word-class bigram mapped to the prompt Ti and k is
the interpolation weighting factor (0 6 k 6 1). To carry out the sentence analysis we have modi-
fied the procedure to analyze the word-networks shown in Fig. 5: the p parameter is not used and
thus the loop to decide the value of the �increment� variable is by-passed. The transition language
probability used (‘‘pL‘‘ parameter in Fig. 5) is not the one provided by the HTK-based recognizer
(‘‘l’’ parameter in Figs. 3 and 4) but that provided by the interpolated bigrams (in log format).
Fig. 6 shows the average results obtained for the in-context and out-of-context analysis of the
same sentence types considered in the previous sections.
7

ts using the contextual speech recognizer for in-context and out-of-context sentence analysis (p = 13)

pt type Ti Sentence type Ui WA SU

ct order Product order 90.48 88.88

hone number Product order 87.9 80.42

rmation Product order 84.67 79.23

hone number Telephone number 93.57 87.7

ode Telephone number 93.57 87.7

rmation Telephone number 91.86 80.17

ode Post code 94.12 89.32

ss Post code 91.4 77.79

rmation Post code 91.62 77.9

ss Address 92.49 84.6

ode Address 85.61 68.29

rmation Address 84.62 67.9
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The figure shows the same effect in increasing the k factor that we observed in previous exper-
iments when increasing the p parameter. For the in-context analysis the performance enhances
notably as k increases until it reaches a threshold (k = 0.6 for the sentence corpus used) obtaining
absolute increments of 3.75% and 3.97% for WA and SU, respectively, in comparison with the
case k = 0. In the out-of-context analysis the performance deteriorates slightly as k increases;
the best scores are obtained for k = 0 (WA = 88.57% and SU = 83.43%) while for the best value
for the in-context analysis (k = 0.6) the scores decrease to WA = 88.11% and SU = 83%.

If we compare the performance for the best values of both approaches (p = 13 vs k = 0.6) we
observe that the p parameter provides slightly higher scores for WA and SU: 92.66% and
87.62% vs 92.32% and 87.4% absolute, respectively. The increment in the scores for both measures
is also slightly higher when the p parameter is used: 4.09% and 4.19% vs 3.75% and 3.97% abso-
lute, respectively.

3.3. Limitations of the technique proposed in this paper

A major limitation of the technique proposed in this paper is that the pairs of word-classes can
only capture the short-distance context dependency within a 2-word window. However, many of
the context dependencies in natural language occur beyond such a window. Another disadvantage
is that these pairs do not take into account the relations between particular words in word-classes,
which can be very important for some languages in which words have gender and number corre-
spondence relationships. For example, in our setting the WN-analyzer increases the probability of
the transition ‘‘two sandwich’’ although the number correspondence is not observed. It makes
sense to do so in our setting considering the south Spain accent of most users (as commented
in Section 1) but it may be wrong to do so for standard Spanish or other languages. For these
languages it would be preferable to use syntactic rules to check the gender/number correspon-
dences between words before increasing transition probabilities. Finally, the technique does not
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consider any information to filter out sentences that have no meaning in the domain. For exam-
ple, in our setting the semantic of the sentence ‘‘one chocolate cake’’ is correct, but the sentences
‘‘one apple sandwich’’ and ‘‘one ham cake’’ have no meaning in the domain as these products do
not exist in the system database. As the current setup does not take into account semantic infor-
mation, the WN-analyzer increments the transition probabilities of these wrong sentences (in case
they appear in a word-network).
4. Conclusions and future work

The experimental results show that the technique proposed in this paper enhances notably the
performance of the new input interface of the SAPLEN system, which uses the contextual speech
recognizer. The results also show that the information concerning word-classes is very important
when analyzing the word-networks and that the value of the p parameter clearly influences the
analysis. In comparison with a standard speech recognizer that uses a prompt-independent lan-
guage model without context information (case p = 0), the contextual speech recognizer allows
incrementing WA by 4.09% absolute, from 88.57 (p = 0) to 92.66% (p = 13), and SU by 4.19%
absolute, from 83.43 (p = 0) to 87.62% (p = 13).

Comparing the performance of the initial and the new input interfaces, when the contextual
speech recognizer is used WA increases by 93.71% absolute on average, from �4.81 (Table 5)
to 88.90% (Table 7), and SU increases by 77.42% absolute on average, from 0 (Table 5) to
77.42% (Table 7); in other words, the proposed technique allows the system understand correctly
approximately 8 out of 10 sentences out-of-context analyzed. The price to pay for this clear
enhancement in the out-of-context analysis is a little reduction in the scores for the in-context
analysis, as it can be observed when comparing the in-context results set out in both Tables. This
comparison shows that when the contextual speech recognizer carries out the in-context analysis
using p = 13, WA decreases by 2.05% absolute on average, from 94.71 (Table 5) to 92.66% (Table
7), and SU decreases by 3.41% absolute on average, from 91.03 (Table 5) to 87.62% (Table 7).
These results indicate that if the users of the dialogue system would always answer the prompts
with the appropriate sentence types, it would be preferable to use the initial input interface. How-
ever, in real dialogues users may utter sentences not permitted by the prompt-dependent language
model, causing a system malfunction. Hence the proposed technique should be used to enhance
the analysis of these sentences.

Very similar results have been obtained when analyzing the word-networks using linear inter-
polation of the prompt-independent language model (word bigram) and the prompt-dependent
language models (word-class bigrams). The experiments show that both re-scoring methods work
in a very similar way: WA and SU scores increase until reaching a threshold (p = 13, k = 0.6), and
for greater values they decrease. The scores obtained using both approaches are also very similar
(slightly better if the p parameter is used) and the increment of the scores is also very similar (again
slightly better in the case of the p parameter).

The future work includes studying alternative ways to enhance the procedure used to increment
the transition probabilities in the word-networks. Using pairs of word-classes eases the procedure
but enables that occasionally the probabilities of some transitions get wrongly incremented. As
mentioned in Section 3.3, in order to avoid this problem it would be possible to include syntactic
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and semantic rules to decide whether to increment probabilities; for example, a syntactic rule
would suggest not to increment the probability of the transition ‘‘two! sandwich’’ because the
number correspondence between both words is not observed, and a semantic rule would indicate
not incrementing the probability of the transition ‘‘red! beer’’ because the product ‘‘red beer’’
does not have meaning in the application domain (as it does not exist in the product database
of the system). However, semantic rules would be domain-dependent and then should be adapted
if the system application is changed to deal with travel information, weather forecasts or other
domains with different sentence types.
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